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Abstract

In this paper, we greatly increase the number of impossible differentials for SIMON and SIMECK by eliminating the
1-bit constraint in input/output difference, which is the precondition to ameliorate the complexity of attacks. We
propose an algorithm which can greatly reduce the searching complexity to find such trails efficiently since the search
space exponentially expands to find impossible differentials with multiple active bits. There is another situation
leading to the contradiction in impossible differentials except for miss-in-the-middle. We show how the contradiction
happens and conclude the precondition of it defined as miss-from-the-middle. It makes our results more
comprehensive by applying these two approach simultaneously. This paper gives for the first time impossible
differential characteristics with multiple active bits for SIMON and SIMECK, leading to a great increase in the number.
The results can be verified not only by covering the state-of-art, but also by the MILP model.
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Introduction
Due to the continuously growing impact of RFID tags,
smart cards and FPGAs, cryptographic algorithms which
are suitable for resource-constrained devices become
more and more important. During the last decade, a
number of lightweight block ciphers, hash functions
and stream ciphers were developed by the research
community.
The NSA published two lightweight block cipher fam-

ilies SIMON and SPECK in Beaulieu et al. (2015), which
are highly optimized and have a better performance
for both hardware and software platforms. Although no
design rationale or cryptanalysis was given in Beaulieu
et al. (2015), SIMON and SPECK draw great attention of
researchers, and many cryptanalysis work have been done
until now. The designers of SIMON and SPECK gave some
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design rationale and summarized existing cryptanalysis
results in Beaulieu et al. (2017), e.g., linear cryptanalysis
and differential cryptanalysis (Liu et al. 2017; AlKhzaimi
and Lauridsen 2013; Abdelraheem et al. 2015; Chen and
Wang 2016; Shi et al. 2014; Qiao et al. 2016), impossible
differential and zero correlation cryptanalysis (Chen et al.
2015; Wang et al. 2014; Chen and Wang 2016), integral
cryptanalysis (Kondo et al. 2016; Todo and Morii 2016;
Wang et al. 2014; Xiang et al. 2016) and so on for SIMON.
Yang et al. proposed SIMECK in Yang et al. (2015).

They use the round function of SIMONwith changing the
circular-shift parameter (8, 1, 2) into (0, 5, 1), and reuse
the round function within the keyschedule. These lead
to a better performance than SIMON. Cryptanalysis for
SIMECK is similar to that of SIMON when related key is
not involved. There are some comparison between them
in Kölbl and Roy (2015); Kölbl et al. (2015); Qiao et al.
(2016); Liu et al. (2017); Wang et al. (2018).
On the basis of NIST’s lightweight cryptography project,

which aims at electing cryptographic standards suitable
for lightweight applications, a lot of candidates have been
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submitted. There 32 algorithms left in Round 2. These
algorithms are based on either lightweight block ciphers
or lightweight hash functions, such as PRESENT (Bog-
danov et al. 2007), SIMON and SPECK (Beaulieu et al.
2015), SIMECK (Yang et al. 2015), SKINNY (Beierle et al.
2016), GIFT (Banik et al. 2017), Xoodoo (Daemen et al.
2018), PHOTON (Guo et al. 2011), Spongent (Bogdanov
et al. 2011) and so on. Three of the candidates ACE, SPIX
and SpoC are based on the sLiSCP family permutations
proposed in AlTawy et al. (2018a); AlTawy et al. (2018b)
using SIMECK Sbox (AlTawy et al. 2017). The security
evaluation of SIMON-like block ciphers becomes more
important.

Our contributions In this paper, we further study the
impossible differential characteristics for SIMON-like
block ciphers. We provide impossible subspace trails
for SIMON and SIMECK by searching subspace trails
inversely and applying miss-in-the-middle. We also exca-
vate another situation leading to the contradiction defin-
ing as miss-from-the-middle, and supplement impossible
differentials by applying it. All impossible differentials
and impossible subspace trails given in this paper can
be verified by the MILP model. Our contributions are
threefold.
First, we raise the concept of inverse subspace trail

and give its searching algorithms for SIMON-like block
ciphers. By applying miss-in-the-middle to inverse sub-
space trails, we can obtain impossible subspace trails for
SIMON and SIMECK. One trail includes a lot of impossi-
ble differential characteristics.
Secondly, we study the contradiction condition of the

left ones and define it as miss-from-the-middle, as an
analog of the well-known method of miss-in-the-middle,
since miss-in-the-middle approach cannot covering the
state-of-art for SIMECK.
Thirdly, all the impossible differentials for SIMON and

SIMECK by considering miss-in-the-middle and miss-
from-the-middle can be obtained efficiently without the
1-bit constraint through our algorithm. The great increase
in the number of impossible differentials is the precondi-
tion for the better attacks.

Related work Biham et al. and Knudsen independently
proposed the idea of impossible differential attacks in
Biham et al. (1999) and (Knudsen 1998), respectively. In
such attacks, the adversary aims to pick out keys which
produce differential characteristics with zero probabil-
ity. All existing impossible differential characteristics of
SIMON-like block ciphers are obtained with 1-bit con-
straint either by combining truncated differential and the
miss-in-the-middle approach, or by searching automati-
cally using MILP.

In Wang et al. (2014); Chen et al. (2015); AlKhza-
imi and Lauridsen (2013); Abed et al. (2013); Kondo
et al. (2016); Boura et al. (2014); Derbez and Fouque
(2016); AlTawy et al. (2017); Yang et al. (2015), the
impossible differential characteristics for SIMON and
SIMECK are all obtained by applying miss-in-the-
middle to truncated differentials. The longest impos-
sible differentials include 11/12/13/16/19 rounds for
SIMON32/48/64/96/128, respectively; and 11/13/15 for
SIMECK32/48/64, respectively. While in Sadeghi and
Bagheri (2018) gave 15-round and 17-round impos-
sible differential characteristics for SIMECK48 and
SIMECK64 respectively by manually finding the contra-
diction between two truncated differentials.
Sun et al. raised an automatic searching tool called

MILP for high-probability differential and linear char-
acteristics (Sun et al. 2014; Sun et al. 2014). Yu Sasaki
and Yosuke Todo gave a new impossible differential
search tool by MILP in Sasaki and Todo (2017). How-
ever, as shown in Sun et al. (2014), for SIMON-like block
ciphers, due to their dependencies of their input bits
to the AND operation, the trails obtained using MILP
are not guaranteed to be valid. It is unadaptable for
SIMON-like block ciphers searching impossible differ-
entials by MILP until Wang et al. provided an accurate
MILP model for SIMON-like block ciphers in Wang et al.
(2018). They gave impossible differentials of 15-round
for SIMECK48 and 17-round for SIMECK64 meeting
the result in Sadeghi and Bagheri (2018), and two new
13-round for SIMON64. Leander et al. proposed invari-
ant subspace attack for PRINTcipher in Leander et al.
(2011). Later on, Grassi et al. raised the concept of sub-
space trail crytanalysis in Grassi et al. (2016). Leander et
al. gave generic algorithms for searching subspace trails,
and applied them to several ciphers including SIMON
(Leander et al. 2018); specifically, they gave 6/8/12-round
subspace trails for SIMON32/64/128 respectively, and the
dimensions of subspaces are 30/62/126 respectively.

Preliminaries
Notations We give the description of the symbols used in
this paper as following:
0: A 4-bit vector with all entries equal 0, while 0 repre-

sents only one bit.
?: A 4-bit vector with any value.
*: The value of one bit is arbitrary.
Ui → Uj

i+1 (in Fig. 2): Inverse subspace trail from Ui to
Uj
i+1, j ∈ J = {0, 1, ...}, which means there are |J| possibli-

ties for Ui+1; arbitrary U
j
i+1 → Ui is an 1-round essential

subspace trail.
X, Y : X is the plaintext, and Y is the ciphertext after

one round. XL, XR represent the left and right blocks of X,
respectively. XL[ i] represent the i-th bit of XL (0 to n − 1
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from left to right), i ∈ {0, 1, · · · , n − 1}. XL[ i + a] means
XL[ (i + a) mod n], omitting (mod n) for simplicity.

�X, �Y : �X is the input difference of the round func-
tion, and �Y for the output.

Description of SIMON and SIMECK The SIMON and
SIMECK families of lightweight block ciphers are both
based on Feistel construction, using AND as the non-
linear operation. The round function of SIMON-like block
ciphers is shown in Fig. 1, while the rotation parame-
ters are (8, 1, 2) and (0, 5, 1) for SIMON and SIMECK,
respectively. We explicit the parameters for all versions of
SIMON and SIMECK in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.
In this paper. we focus on the impossible differential

characteristics for SIMON-like block ciphers. For sim-
plicity, we recall the rotation invariance of impossible
differentials for SIMON in Wang et al. (2014), and only
exhibit the impossible subspace trails and impossible dif-
ferential characteristics for SIMON and SIMECK with
contradiction in the i-th bit, i ∈ {0, 1, ..., n − 1}.

Rotational invariance Assume that (0,�Ri) � (�Lj, 0)
is a (j− i)-round impossible differential for SIMONwhere
�Ri,�Lj ∈ F

n
2\{0}. Then for any r, where 0 � r �

n − 1, one can construct a set of (j − i)-round impossible
differentials as (0,�Ri ≪ r) � (�Lj ≪ r, 0).

The MILP model Sun et al. proposed an automatic
method to evaluate the security of block ciphers using

Mixed-integer Linear Programming (MILP) technique in
Sun et al. (2014). While for SIMON-like block ciphers, the
dependencies of the input bits to the AND operation are
not considered. The characteristics for SIMON obtained
by MILP in Sun et al. (2014) is not guaranteed to be valid
and need a check after solving the model. Sasaki and Todo
proposed a new tool searching for impossible differentials
using MILP in Sasaki and Todo (2017). Wang et al. gave
the accurateMILPmodel for SIMON-like block ciphers in
Wang et al. (2018) which can also be used to search impos-
sible differentials. We verify all the results in this paper by
using this MILP model. If the impossible differential char-
acteristic holds, the Gurobi optimizer outputs ‘Model is
infeasible!’. In this section, we briefly introduce the MILP
model for SIMON-like block ciphers.
Constraints imposed by ROTATION-AND Operation.

According to (Wang et al. 2018), the ROTATION-AND
operation from n bits to n bits can be divided into n
groups with 3 input difference bits and 2 output bits in
each group, (�xi, �xi+t , �xi+2t) → (�di−b, �di+t−b). We
use �x and �d to represent the input and output differ-
ence for ROTATION-AND operation respectively, (a, b)
for rotation parameters, t=|a− b|, i ∈ {0, 1, ..., n− 1} (from
left to right), omitting mod n for simplicity. Then each
group should satisfy the inequalities as following,

�xi+t − �xi+2t − �di−b + �di+t−b ≥ −1

�xi + �xi+t − �di−b ≥ 0
−�xi + �xi+t + �di−b − �di+t−b ≥ −1

Fig. 1 The round function of SIMON-like block ciphers
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Table 1 SIMON parameters

block size 2n key sizemn rounds T

32 64 32

48 72 36

96 36

64 96 42

128 44

96 96 52

144 54

128 128 68

192 99

256 72

�xi+t + �xi+2t − �di+t−b ≥ 0
Since constraints imposed by the XOR operation are

universal, we do not repeat them here for simplicity. Dur-
ing the verification, we fix the input and output difference
for the MILP model and run the Gurobi optimizer, if
the model is infeasible, the characteristic with this input
and output difference is impossible. We claim that all the
impossible differentials exhibited in Tables 3 and 4 have
been verified by the MILP. The MILP Model subsection
ends.

Subspace trails Grassi et al. raised the concept of sub-
space trails in Grassi et al. (2016), and applied it to AES.
Leander et al. gave a generic method for searching sub-
space trails in Leander et al. (2018). First, we recall the
definition of subspace trails.
Definition 1 (Subspace Trail). Let F : Fn

2 ← F
n
2 . Linear

subspaces U ,V ⊆ F
n
2 are called a (one round) subspace

trail, if

∀a : ∃b : F(U + a) ⊆ V + b.

An r + 1-tuple of subspaces (U0, · · · ,Ur) is called a
subspace trail (over r rounds), if

Ui
F−→ Ui+1,∀i ∈ {0, · · · , r}.

Then, we present the definition of essential subspace
trail.
Definition 2 (Essential Subspace Trail). Let F : Fn

2 ← F
m
2

and U ⊆ F
n
2,V ⊆ F

m
2 . If U

F−→ V forms a subspace trail,
i.e. F(U + a) ⊆ V + b, and if for all subspaces U ′ and V ′

Table 2 SIMECK parameters

block size 2n key sizemn rounds T

32 64 32

48 96 36

64 128 44

Table 3 Impossible differential trails for SIMECK by applying
miss-from-the-middle

Rounds Impossible differential trails

SIMECK48 15 (000000, 400000)� (800008, 000000)

(000000, 400000)� (800000, 000000)

(000000, 800008)� (400000, 000000)

(000000, 400000)� (000008, 000000)

(000000, 000008)� (400000, 000000)

(000000, 800000)� (400000, 000000)

SIMECK64 17 (00000000, 00000002)� (40000046, 00000000)

(00000000, 40000040)� (00000002, 00000000)

(00000000, 00000002)� (40000040, 00000000)

(00000000, 40000046)� (00000002, 00000000)

(00000000, 40000004)� (00000002, 00000000)

(00000000, 40000002)� (00000002, 00000000)

(00000000, 00000002)� (40000004, 00000000)

(00000000, 00000002)� (40000044, 00000000)

(00000000, 00000002)� (40000000, 00000000)

(00000000, 00000002)� (40000042, 00000000)

(00000000, 40000006)� (00000002, 00000000)

(00000000, 40000044)� (00000002, 00000000)

(00000000, 40000042)� (00000002, 00000000)

(00000000, 00000002)� (40000002, 00000000)

(00000000, 00000002)� (40000006, 00000000)

(00000000, 40000000)� (00000002, 00000000)

of Fn
2 the following properties hold, we call U F−→ V an

essential subspace trail:

∀U ⊂ U ′ : U ′ F
� V ,

∀V ′ ⊂ V : U F
� V ′.

Truncated differential were introduced in Knudsen
(1994), and generalized to subspaces of differences in
Blondeau et al. (2017). Grassi et al. and Leander et al.
discussed the link between subspace trails and truncated
differentials in Grassi et al. (2016); Leander et al. (2018),
respectively. We represent truncated differentials with
subspace trails in this paper as a consequence of their
close relationship.
Impossible differential characteristics can be given by

applying miss-in-the-middle to truncated differentials.
For most block ciphers, existing impossible differential
characteristics can be regarded as impossible subspace
trails from a dim-1 subspace to a dim-1 subspace. Grassi et
al. raised the concept of impossible subspace trail in Grassi
et al. (2016) for the first time, and combined two-round
subspaces properties of AES to find impossible subspace
trails. A natural question is that, are there any impossible
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Table 4 Impossible differential trails for SIMON by applying
miss-from-the-middle

Rounds Impossible differential trails

SIMON64 13 (00000000, 08000080)� (40000000, 00000000)

(00000000, 10000000)� (80000000, 00000000)

(00000000, 40000000)� (08000000, 00000000)

(00000000, 40000000)� (08000082, 00000000)

(00000000, 40000000)� (48000083, 00000000)

(00000000, 40000000)� (08000083, 00000000)

(00000000, 40000000)� (48000001, 00000000)

(00000000, 40000000)� (08000001, 00000000)

(00000000, 48000003)� (40000000, 00000000)

(00000000, 40000000)� (00000002, 00000000)

(00000000, 80000000)� (10000000, 00000000)

(00000000, 40000002)� (00000002, 00000000)

(00000000, 48000082)� (40000000, 00000000)

(00000000, 48000001)� (40000000, 00000000)

(00000000, 40000000)� (08000002, 00000000)

(00000000, 08000082)� (40000000, 00000000)

(00000000, 00000002)� (40000002, 00000000)

(00000000, 08000002)� (40000000, 00000000)

(00000000, 00000001)� (20000000, 00000000)

(00000000, 00000002)� (40000000, 00000000)

(00000000, 80000000)� (00000004, 00000000)

(00000000, 08000001)� (40000000, 00000000)

(00000000, 40000000)� (08000003, 00000000)

(00000000, 08000003)� (40000000, 00000000)

(00000000, 48000083)� (40000000, 00000000)

(00000000, 00000004)� (80000000, 00000000)

(00000000, 20000000)� (00000001, 00000000)

(00000000, 48000000)� (40000000, 00000000)

(00000000, 40000000)� (48000082, 00000000)

(00000000, 48000081)� (40000000, 00000000)

(00000000, 08000081)� (40000000, 00000000)

(00000000, 90000000)� (80000000, 00000000)

(00000000, 48000080)� (40000000, 00000000)

(00000000, 40000000)� (48000080, 00000000)

(00000000, 40000000)� (48000002, 00000000)

(00000000, 40000000)� (08000080, 00000000)

(00000000, 48000002)� (40000000, 00000000)

(00000000, 08000083)� (40000000, 00000000)

(00000000, 08000000)� (40000000, 00000000)

(00000000, 40000000)� (48000081, 00000000)

(00000000, 40000000)� (48000003, 00000000)

(00000000, 40000000)� (08000081, 00000000)

(00000000, 80000000)� (90000000, 00000000)

(00000000, 40000000)� (48000000, 00000000)

subspace trails for other block ciphers? Intuitively, con-
sidering miss-in-the-middle approach, if there exist two
subspace trails whose holding probabilities are both 1:

X F−→ Y ,Z F−1−→ W such that Y∩W = ∅, then there exists
an impossible subspace trail from X to Z.
Leander et al. gave a generic approach for searching

subspace trails in Leander et al. (2018). For S-box layers
without linear structures, i.e. word-based block ciphers, a
subspace trail starting with subspace U0 which has only
one active S-box is provably optimal. For those with lin-
ear structures, i.e. bit-based block ciphers, a subspace trail
starting with subspace U0 which has only one active bit
is not necessarily optimal. However, since it costs too
much time (O(2n)) to traverse all dim-1 subspaces, exist-
ing searching algorithms only consider that U0 has only
one active bit. This highly limits the number of impossi-
ble differential characteristics which can be found. To this
end, we raise the concept of inverse subspace trail. Simi-
lar to subspace trails, we also need to find an essential trail
U F−→ V such that dim(U) � dim(V ). Their difference is
that for subspace trails, it asks us to compute V given U,
when V is unique; however, for inverse subspace trials, it
asks us to compute U given V, when U has many possibil-
ities. In this paper, we refer these subspace trails which are
searched inversely as inverse subspace trails.
An r + 1-tuple of subspaces (U0, · · · ,Ur) is called an

inverse subspace trail (over r rounds), if

Ui+1
F−→ Ui, dim(Ui) � dim(Ui+1),∀i ∈ {0, · · · , r−1}.

For two inverse subspace trails (U0, · · · ,Ura) and
(V0, · · · ,Vrb), ifU0 ∩V0 = ∅, then we have a (ra + rb −1)-
round impossible subspace trail. Different with previous
work, we consider the case where dim(Ura), dim(Urb) ≥ 1,
and under this condition, one impossible subspace trail
may contain muchmore impossible differential character-
istics, whose input and output difference may have more
than one active bits. In this paper, we greatly increase
the number of impossible differential characteristics for
SIMON and SIMECK. In addition, we reveal another rea-
son leading to the contradiction of impossible differential
trails.

Automatic search of impossible subspace trails
For a subspace V of high dimension, there exist possibly
multiple essential U, such that dim(U) � dim(V ) and
U F−→ V . Thus, as the round increasing, branches will
increase exponentially. In general, we need to traverse all
branches to find the longest trail, of which the complexity
is O(2n). This is why for most bit-based block ciphers, we
cannot find the longest trail by searching inversely. How-
ever, for SIMON-like block ciphers, things are different.
They show some special property regarding difference
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Fig. 2 Inverse subspace trails for SIMON32

(inverse) diffusion, which leads to 2R possible branches at
most for an R-round inverse subspace trail. The reason is
that SIMON-like block ciphers have an special difference
property
and we descript it in Theorem 2. Then it is feasible to
traverse inversely all subspace trails to find the longest
one, and give the longest impossible subspace trails comb-
ing the miss-in-the-middle approach. In this section, we
explain the special property of SIMON-like block ciphers
in detail, and present results of impossible subspace trails
for SIMON and SIMECK.

Search strategy Leander et al. gave a searching algo-
rithm for subspace trails in Leander et al. (2018). They
started with a dim-1 subspace, and made the error proba-
bility negligible by using plenty of plaintext. Their method
was applied to analyzing several block ciphers, and their
results of subspace trails met well with existing truncated
differentials. Note that for word-based block ciphers,
starting searching from a dim-1 subspace with one active
S-box will always lead to provable optimal subspace trails.
However, it is not the case for bit-based block ciphers. For
bit-based block ciphers, the complexity of traversing all
dim-1 subspaces is O(2n), where n is the block size. The
time cost is too high and this is why Leander et al. chose
to traverse all dim-1 subspaces with one active bit.
For searching impossible differential characteristics of

bit-based block ciphers, similar question exists. Whether
applying miss-in-the-middle to truncated differentials or
automatically searching byMILP, it will give the trails with
only one active bit in the input and output differences.
Intuitively, it is seemingly reasonable to search out the
longest impossible differential trails on this condition con-
sidering the diffusion property of block ciphers. However,
do the longest trails only exist under this condition? In this
subsection, we go further into this question by searching
subspace trails inversely and applying miss-in-the-middle
approach.

For searching subspace trails, it takes too much time
to traverse all 1-dim subspaces, so we choose to search
subspace trails from the opposite direction. To be exact,
we start with a subspace V of high dimension, e.g.,
dim(V ) = n − 1, and as the round increasing, the dimen-
sion will decrease. Note that an essential trail from a
low-dimension subspace to a high-dimension subspace
over the round function is unique, but the inverse is not
true. This means there may exist several trails from a
high-dimension subspace to a low-dimension one. We
refer readers to Fig. 2 which demonstrates the case of
SIMON32 and Table 5 which exhibits the value of vari-
ables used in Fig. 2.
Straightforwardly, it takes too much time by using

either strategy as aforementioned, and this is due to the
XOR operation. For the equation a ⊕ b = c, when
the value of one variable is fixed, the values of the rest
two variables take two possibilities, which leads to two
branches.

Table 5 Symbols used in depicting Fig. 2. For simplicities, we
denote 0000 by 0 and arbitrary four bits by ?

Symbol Description Dimension

U0 (1***|?|?|?,?|?|?|?) 31

U1 (?|?|?|?,1***|?|?|?) 31

U0
2 (1***|?|?|?,*00*|?|0***|?) 28

U1
2 (0***|?|?|?,*01*|?|0***|?) 28

U0
3 (*01*|?|0***|?,0*00|0***|*00*|?) 23

U1
3 (*00*|?|0***|?,0*00|1***|*00*|?) 23

U0
4 (0*00|1***|*00*|?,*000|000*|0*00|0***) 16

U1
4 (0*00|0***|*00*|?,*000|001*|0*00|0***) 16

U0
5 (*000|001*|0*00|0***,0*00|0|0|000*) 8

U1
5 (*000|000*|0*00|0***,0*00|0|1000|000*) 8

U6 (0*00|0|1000|000*,0|0|0|0) 2
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Thus intuitively, for SIMON-like block ciphers, as the
round increasing, the branches will increase exponen-
tially. However, by our observation, for SIMON-like block
ciphers, not every fixed bit will lead to branches, as shown
in Theorem 2, and to be specific, only a small amount
of them do. Assume that the initial subspace has only
one fixed bit of difference and we denote the rounds of
inverse subspace trail by r, then the branches takes at
most 2r . Hence, we prefer the width first strategy to search
the inverse subspace trails for SIMON-like block ciphers,
as demonstrated by Algorithm 1, then obtain impossi-
ble subspace trails by applying the miss-in-the-middle
approach.
Theorem 1 (Difference property for ROTATION-AND).
Let F : Fn

2 → F
n
2 , F = Sa(x) � Sb(x). �x and �d represent

the input and output differences for F, respectively. If�di =
0 with probability 1, then �xi+a = 0 and �xi+b = 0.

Proof We have

�di = �xi+a � xi+b ⊕ �xi+b � xi+a

If P(�di = 0) = 1, then the value of �d should not be
affected by any bit of the plaintext. It is easy to get that
�xi+a = 0 and �xi+b = 0.

Theorem 2 (Difference property for round function
of SIMON-like block ciphers). Let F : F2n

2 → F
2n
2 ,

F
(
XL,XR) = (

Sa(XL) � Sb(XL) ⊕ Sc(XL) ⊕ XR,XL) =(
YL,YR). �X and �Y represent the input and output
differences for function F, respectively. Superscript L and R
represent the left and right block, respectively.
1. If the value of �YL[ i] is fixed with probabil-
ity 1, then �XL[ i + a]= 0, �XL[ i + b]= 0 and
�XL[ i + c]⊕�XR[ i]= �YL[ i], i ∈ {0, 1, · · · , n − 1}.
2. If �YL[ i + a], �YL[ i + b] and �YL[ i + c] are all
fixed with probability 1, then there exist 2 branches for
the value of �X instead of 23. �XL[ i + 2a, i + a + b, i +
2b, i + a + c, i + b + c]= 0, �XR[ i + a]= �YL[ i + a],
�XR[ i + b]= �YL[ i + b]. If �YL[ i + c]= 0, the
two branches are

(
�XR[ i + c] ,�XL[ i + 2c]

) = (0, 0)
and

(
�XR[ i + c] ,�XL[ i + 2c]

) = (1, 1), respec-
tively; If �YL[ i + c]= 1, the two branches
are

(
�XR[ i + c] ,�XL[ i + 2c]

) = (0, 1) and(
�XR[ i + c] ,�XL[ i + 2c]

) = (1, 0), respectively.

Proof The first point is easy to prove according to
Theorem 1. Then we prove the second point in the follow-
ing. We have

�YL[ i + a] = �XL[ i + 2a]�XL[ i + a + b]
⊕ �XL[ i + a + b]�XL[ i + 2a]
⊕ �XL[ i + a + c]⊕�XR[ i + a] ,

�YL[ i + b] = �XL[ i + a + b]�XL[ i + 2b]
⊕ �XL[ i + 2b]�XL[ i + a + b]
⊕ �XL[ i + b + c]⊕�XR[ i + b] ,

�YL[ i + c] = �XL[ i + a + c]�XL[ i + b + c]
⊕ �XL[ i + b + c]�XL[ i + a + c]
⊕ �XL[ i + 2c]⊕�XR[ i + c] .

If�YL[ i+a],�YL[ i+b] and�YL[ i+c] are all fixed with
probability 1, it is easy to know that �XL[ i + 2a, i + a +
b, i + 2b, i + a + c, i + b + c]= 0.
Finally,

�YL[ i + a]= �XR[ i + a]

�YL[ i + b]= �XR[ i + b]
�YL[ i + c]= �XR[ i + c]⊕�XL[ i + 2c]

According to Theorem 2, we find that the number of the
branches of the inverse
subspace trails for SIMON-like block ciphers does not
increase exponentially. It
increases with the number of rounds, reaching 2R at most
which is probably to traverse.
Algorithm 1. (Inverse Subspace Trail Searching Algo-
rithm)
Input: a subspace list V =[ v0, v1, · · · ] , v =
(Lr[ 0, 1, · · · , n] ,Rr[ 0, 1, · · · , n] )
Output: longest inverse subspace trails
U
1: U ,W ← ∅
2: round ← 0
3: while len(V ) �= 0 do
4: U ← V
5: for v ∈ V do
6: W ← W∪ COMPUTE_SUBSPACE(v)
7: end for
8: V ← W,
9: round ← round + 1

10: end while
11: function COMPUTE_SUBSPACE(v)
12: V ← ∅
13: Rr+1 ← Lr
14: for i ∈[ 0, n − 1] do
15: if the value of Rr[ i] is determined then
16: Rr+1[ (i + a) mod n]← 0
17: Rr+1[ (i + b) mod n]← 0
18: end if
19: end for
20: for i ∈[ 0, n − 1] do
21: if Rr[ i]= 1 then
22: if the value of Rr+1[ (i + c) mod n] is not deter-

mined then
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23: possible1.add(i)
24: else
25: if Rr+1[ (i + c) mod n]= 1 then
26: Lr+1[ i]← 0
27: end if
28: if Rr+1[ (i + c) mod n]= 0 then
29: Lr+1[ i]← 1
30: end if
31: end if
32: end if
33: if Rr[ i]= 0 then
34: if the value of Rr+1[ (i + c) mod n] is not deter-

mined then
35: possible0.add(i)
36: else
37: if Rr+1[ (i + c) mod n]= 1 then
38: Lr+1[ i]← 1
39: end if
40: if Rr+1[ (i + c) mod n]= 0 then
41: Lr+1[ i]← 0
42: end if
43: end if
44: end if
45: end for
46: v ← (Lr+1,Rr+1)
47: compute all possible combinations for possible0 and

possible1, denote as item0 and item1, respectively
48: for each item0 and each item1 do
49: for i0 ∈ item0 do
50: temp_Rr+1[ (i0 + c) mod n]← 1
51: temp_Lr+1[ i0]← 1
52: end for
53: for j0 ∈ possible0 − item0 do
54: temp_Rr+1[ (j0 + c) mod n]← 0
55: temp_Lr+1[ j0]← 0
56: end for
57: for i1 ∈ item1 do
58: temp_Rr+1[ (i1 + c) mod n]← 1
59: temp_Lr+1[ i1]← 0
60: end for
61: for j1 ∈ possible1 − item1 do
62: temp_Rr+1[ (j1 + c) mod n]← 0
63: temp_Lr+1[ j1]← 1
64: end for
65: temp_v ← (temp_Lr+1, temp_Rr+1)
66: if there is a combination in v and temp_v then
67: break
68: else
69: V .add(v)
70: end if
71: end for

Impossible subspace trails found in SIMON and
SIMECK Impossible differential characteristics obtained

either by searching automatically usingMILP, or by apply-
ing the miss-in-the-middle method to truncated differen-
tials are limited to the case that both the input and output
differential have only one active bit. In this part, we give
impossible subspace trails, which yields impossible differ-
ential characteristics withmulti active bits in input/output
difference leading to exponential increase in the number.
We use Algorithm 1 and miss-in-the-middle approach

to search impossible subspace trails for SIMON
and SIMECK. For SIMON32/48/64/96/128, we give
11/12/13/16/19-round impossible subspace trails respec-
tively, as shown in Table 6. Except those for SIMON64, our
results cover the state-of-art and showmuchmore impos-
sible differential trails. For SIMON64, two impossible
differential trails in Wang et al. (2018) cannot be included
for present, since they do not meet the requirements of
miss-in-the-middle. We will show in next section how to
search these two trails and much more. Our results of
SIMECK are listed in Table 7. For SIMECK32, our results
cover the state-of-art (11-round) and shows much more
trails as well. Sadeghi et al. and Wang et al. gave 15-round
and 17-round impossible differential trails for SIMECK48
and SIMECK64 in Sadeghi and Bagheri (2018); Wang
et al. (2018), respectively. We will show in next section
how to search these two trails and much more. Due to
the rotation invariance of SIMON-like block ciphers, in
both tables, we only give impossible subspace trails whose
contradiction happens in the 0th bit in the middle round.

Impossible differential characteristics by applying
miss-from-the-middle approach
Two 13-round trails for SIMON64, 15-round trails
for SIMECK48 and 17-round trails for SIMECK64 do
not meet the requirement of the miss-in-the-middle
approach, so they cannot be given by our algorithm in last
section. In Sadeghi and Bagheri (2018), impossible differ-
ential trails for SIMECK48 and SIMECK64 are manually
deduced, and this procedure tells us how the contradic-
tion happens. However, random two properties will not
lead to this contradiction. We reveal the precondition and
generalize it intomiss-from-the-middle as an analog of the
miss-in-the-middle approach, which means that the con-
tradiction does not happen right in the middle round but
it results from the middle round.
In this section, we give impossible differential charac-

teristics by applying the miss-from-the-middle approach.
Our results not only recover the state-of-art, but also give
muchmore trails since we remove the restriction that both
the input and output difference have only one active bit.

Miss-from-the-middle We recall the miss-in-the-
middle approach. First, we obtain two truncated
differences along the encryption and the decryption
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Table 6 Impossible subspace trails for SIMON. For simplicities, we denote 0000 by 0 and arbitrary four bits by ?

Rounds Impossible subspace trails

SIMON32 11 (0|0|0|0, 0 ∗ 00|0|0|000∗) � (0 ∗ 00|0|1000|000∗, 0|0|0|0)

(0|0|0|0,0*00|0|1000|000*)� (0*00|0|0|000*,0|0|0|0)
SIMON48 12 (0|0|0|0|0|0, 0|0|0|0|0|000*)� (1000|0|0|000*|0*00|0***,

0|0|0|0|y0|000*)
(0|0|0|0|0|000*,1000|0|0|000*|0*00|0***)� (0|0|0|0|0|
000*,0|0|0|0|0|0)

SIMON64 13 (0|0|0|0|0|0|0|0,0*00|0|0|0|0|0|0|000*)� (0*00|0|1000|
000*|0*00|0***|*00*|?,*000|0|0|0|0|000*|0*00|0***)
(*000|0|0|0|0|000*|0*00|0***,0*00|0|1000|000*|0*00|
0***|*00*|?)� (0*00|0|0|0|0|0|0|000*,0|0|0|0|0|0|0|0)

SIMON96 16 (0|0|0|0|0|0|0|0|0|0|0|0,0*00|0|0|0|0|0|0|0|0|0|0|000*)
� (*010|0|0|0|0|000*|0*00|0***|*00*|?|0***|?,0*00|
0|0|0|0|0|0|000*|0*00|0***|*00*|?)
(0*00|0|0|0|0|0|0|000*|0*00|0***|*00*|?,*010|0|0|0|0|
000*|0*00|0***|*00*|?|0***|?)� (0*00|0|0|0|0|0|0|0|
0|0|0|000*,0|0|0|0|0|0|0|0|0|0|0|0)

SIMON128 19 (0|0|0|0|0|0|0|0|0|0|0|0|0|0|0|0,0*00|0|0|0|0|0|0|0|0|
0|0|0|0|0|0|000*)� (1*00|0|0|0|0|0|0|000*|0*00|0***|
*00*|?|0***|?|?|?,*000|0|0|0|0|0|0|0|0|000*|0*00|0***|
*00*|?|0***|?)
(0|0|0|0|0|0|0|0|0|0|0|0|0|0|0|0,0*00|0|0|0|0|0|0|0|0|0|
0|0|0|0|0|000*)� (1*00|0|0|0|0|0|0|000*|0*00|0***|
*00*|?|0***|?|?|?,*010|0|0|0|0|0|0|0|0|000*|0*00|0***|
*00*|?|0***|?)
(*000|0|0|0|0|0|0|0|0|000*|0*00|0***|*00*|?|0***|?,
1*00|0|0|0|0|0|0|000*|0*00|0***|*00*|?|0***|?|?|?)�
(0|0|0|0|0|0|0|0|0|0|0|0|0|0|0,0*00|0|0|0|0|0|0|0|0|
0|0|0|0|0|0|000*)
(*010|0|0|0|0|0|0|0|0|000*|0*00|0***|*00*|?|0***|?,
1*00|0|0|0|0|0|0|000*|0*00|0***|*00*|?|0***|?|?|?)�
(0|0|0|0|0|0|0|0|0|0|0|0|0|0|0|0,0*00|0|0|0|0|0|0|0|0|
0|0|0|0|0|0|000*)

direction respectively. Then, if there exists some contra-
diction between the ends of them, we obtain an impossible
differential trail. In contrast, the miss-from-the-middle
approach does not require such direct contradictions. To
be exact, first, we combine two truncated differentials,
then from the middle, we check down-up and up-down
to find whether the combining leads to contradictions
with two properties; if so, an impossible differential trail
is obtained.
While two random truncated differentials will not

cause this kind of contradictions, the combined middle
round should satisfy some conditions. Here, we give the

precondition of miss-from-the-middle approach, through
which we can greatly reduce the searching space.

Precondition of miss-from-the-middle Let T1 = (U0,
U1, · · · , Ura) and T2 = (V0, V1, · · · , Vrb), which are inverse
subspace trails of round function F and its inverse F−1,
respectively. Denote M = U0 ∩ V0 = (L[ 0, 1,· · · , n − 1],
R[ 0, 1,· · · , n − 1] ). If

1 L[ i + a, i + b]= 0, L[ i + c] and R[ i] are fixed for
some i ∈ {0, 1,· · · , n − 1}, there may exist
contradictions between M and T2; or
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Table 7 Impossible subspace trails for SIMECK. For simplicities, we denote 0000 by 0 and arbitrary four bits by ?

Rounds Impossible subspace trails

SIMECK32 11 (0|0|0|0, 0|0|0|00*0)� (0001|*000|**00|***0,0|0|0*00|0**0)
(0|0|0*00|0**0,0001|*000|**00|***0)� (0|0|0|00*0,0|0|0|0)

SIMECK48 13 (0|0|0|0|0|0, 0|0|0|0|000*|000*)� (0|1000|0*00|0**0|0***|0***,
0|0|0|00*0|00**|00**)
(0|0|0|00*0|00**|00**,0|1000|0*00|0**0|0***|0***)�
(0|0|0|0|000*|000*,0|0|0|0|0|0)

SIMECK64 15 (0|0|0|0|0|0|0|0, 0|0|0|0|0|0|0|0*00)� (0|1000|0*00|0**0|0***|
0***|?|?,0|0|0|00*0|00**|00**|*0**|?)
(0|0|0|00*0|00**|00**|*0**|?,0|1000|0*00|0**0|0***|0***|?|?)�
(0|0|0|0|0|0|0|0*00,0|0|0|0|0|0|0|0)

2 R[ i + a, i + b]= 0, R[ i + c] and L[ i] are fixed for
some i ∈ {0, 1,· · · , n − 1}, there may exist
contradictions between M and T1

Determining algorithm We introduce the searching and
determining algorithms in details for impossible dif-
ferential characteristics satisfying miss-from-the-middle.
There are three steps in this procedure, reducing the
scope, picking & rebuilding and determining, as shown in
Fig. 3. The detailed procedure is in the following:

Step 1: Reducing the scope. We construct subspaces Ve
and Vd satisfying the precondition of
miss-from-the-middle. We take Ve and Vd as the
starting points of searching subspace trails
inversely along the encryption and decryption
directions. Then we can obtain longest subspace

trails Ue
F−→ Ve and Ud

F−1−→ Vd . Note that the
subspace trail from Ue to Ud is not necessarily
impossible. However, this step greatly reduces the
searching scope, namely from 22n to |Ue| × |Ud|.

Step 2: Picking & Rebuilding. We randomly pick dim-1
subspaces U0 and U1 of Ue and Ud respectively,
and take them as the starting points to search
subspace trails. We can obtain U0

F−→ V0 and

U1
F−1−→ V1 such that V0 ⊆ Ve and V1 ⊆ Vd .

Step 3: Determining. We combine V0 and V1, then trace
back along two directions to check if any
contradiction exists. If so, we obtain an impossible
differential characteristic.

We formalize the whole procedure into Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2. (Impossible Differential Characteristics
Sieving Algorithm)
Input: Subspace trail list T, T =[ t0, t1, · · · ] , ti =

[TFi,TLi]
Output: Impossible differential characteristics list
C

1: C ← ∅
2: for t ∈ T do
3: m = TF[−1]∩TL[−1]
4: # m is the middle round subspace by combining TF

and TL
5: # m = (mL[ 0, 1, · · · , n − 1] ,mR[ 0, 1, · · · , n − 1] )
6: flag ← firstpart_contra(TF ,m)

7: if flag = TRUE then
8: C.add([TF[ 0] ,TL[ 0] ] )
9: end if

10: flag ← lastpart_contra(TL,m)

11: if flag = TRUE then
12: C.add([TF[ 0] ,TL[ 0] ] )
13: end if
14: end for
15: function firstpart_contra(TF ,m):
16: for r ∈[ 1, len(TF) − 1] do
17: for i ∈[ 0, n − 1] do
18: if mR[ (i + a) mod n]= 0 and mR[ (i + b)

mod n]= 0 then
19: ifmL[ i]= 0 then
20: ifmR[ (i + c) mod n]= 0 then
21: temp_R[ i]← 0
22: end if
23: ifmR[ (i + c) mod n]= 1 then
24: temp_R[ i]← 1
25: end if
26: end if
27: ifmL[ i]= 1 then
28: ifmR[ (i + c) mod n]= 0 then
29: temp_R[ i]← 1
30: end if
31: ifmR[ (i + c) mod n]= 1 then
32: temp_R[ i]← 0
33: end if
34: end if
35: end if
36: end for
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37: temp ← (temp_L, temp_R)

38: if there is a contradiction in TF[ len(TF) − 1 − r]
and temp then

39: return true
40: else
41: m ← TF[ len(TF) − 1 − r]∩temp
42: end if
43: end for
44: return false

Impossible differential characteristics for SIMON and
SIMECK. We give many impossible differential charac-
teristics whose input and output differences have multiple
active bits. Before our work, this cannot be achieved
since the high complexity of O(22n). The impossible dif-
ferentials for SIMON and SIMECK by applying miss-
from-the-middle are listed in Tables 3 and 4, respec-
tively. We have verified all the results by MILP model in
Wang et al. (2018). To make the verification obviously,
we show the 13-round complete impossible differential

trail (00000000, 48000083) � (40000000, 00000000) for
SIMON64 and how the contradiction happens in Fig. 4.

Conclusion
In this paper, we make use of the diffusion property of
SIMON-like block ciphers and give a specific approach
for searching inverse subspace trials. In contrast to pre-
vious work, the low-dimension subspace in our work has
dimension no less than one, rather than strictly one. By
applying miss-in-the-middle and miss-from-the-middle,
we give results of impossible differential characteristics for
SIMON and SIMECK. We hope these results can provide
support for cryptanalyst or help designers to make better
parameter choices.
For future works, here are some interesting questions.

First, whether miss-from-the-middle and miss-in-the-
middle can cover all possible cases? If this can be proved,
then our results turn to be provably optimal. Combin-
ing with attacks, we can easily give a security margin.
Secondly, Boura derived generic complexity analysis for-
mulas for impossible differential attacks and optimized it

Fig. 3 The searching procedure for impossible differential characteristics
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Fig. 4 Impossible differential trail (00000000, 48000083) � (40000000, 00000000) for 13-round SIMON64 shows how the contradiction happens by
applying miss-from-the-middle

by using multiple impossible differentials in Boura et al.
(2014). However, for this analysis to be valid, the num-
ber of conditions associated to the impossible differential
attack should stay the same. Since we have greatly expand
the set of candidate trails, how to search those quali-
fied trails automatically seems an attracting question. If
this can be achieved, we may hopefully give better attack
complexity and rounds. Lastly, we want to know whether
miss-from-the-middle or inverse subspace trails can be
applied to other block ciphers. A generic method for
searching inverse subspace trails automatically would be
much desired.
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